Mike Basinger

- Currently with the City of Spokane Valley.
- 15 years in the profession.
- Survived the river of no return multiple times and only made his wife swim once.
- Anybody who knows him, knows he’d rather be fishing.
- Preferred mode of transportation is his bike.
- Enjoys beer.

Kendra Breiland

- Currently with Fehrs & Peers.
- 10 years in the profession.
- Walked to the hospital to give birth to her son.
- Prior to being a transportation consultant, a previous position job title was “a toilet wrangler.”
- Fierce competitor at the silent auction.

Craig Gildroy

- Currently with City of Chelan.
- 21 years in the profession.
- Avid snow and water skier.
- Highest bowling score is a 298.
- Has two dogs – one big, one small.
- Did not hire the moderator for a job.

Tell Us a Happy Story.

Has the profession lost its heart?

Audience Participation Time